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FORMATION OF CUSTOMARY INTERNAτ10NALLAW 
IN CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY 
~Summary~ 
Azusa Shinohara 
According to traditional Two Element Theory, customary intemation-
al law 1s considered to emerge spontaneously from the concordance 
of opinio 1uris sive necessitatis with the settled state practice. But in 
曲目eyears such a pro回目 offormation of custom has become largely 
centrahzed through various activities of intemat10nal orga凶zations.
This article田msto analyze吐ieactivities of the United Nations m血e
formation of customs，四dto evaluate to what extent仕出 formation
proce田haschanged. 
Resolutions of the General Assembly of the United Nallons are, 
on the one h阻 d,generally able to develop the practices of世田member
States in an md!fect way, dependmg on the voluntary mtenllons of血e
member丸田don the other hand, also able to make more directly 
internal practices which may become special customs prevatlmg m血e
United Natrnns. But these influences are considered not to have 
fundamentally changed the custom-making process. 
Similarly the General Assembly adopts a田rtamkind of resolutions 
called Declarations, some of which state opinio 1un・ssive necessitatis 
But we c叩 notfmd叩yDeclaration complete the custom-making 
process, so it is deduced from也isfact出atit has been ra由erused as 
the preliminary pronoun田ment before modi布rmgthe existing custom 
This new process amo山itsto be a very revolutionary me血odof making 
customs, for opmio juris sive necessztatis c皿 bestated independently 
from the practice and often precedes it. 
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Owing to the functions of resolutions，出eactivities of the United 
Nat10ns have transformed the formation of customs from a spontaneous 
process to a more mtemational one. Moreover, special customs to be 
applied to lesser number of States血angeneral customs, for instance 
to the United Nations members or only to two States, are admitted to 
have been developed recently in various fields. This increasing portion 
of spe口alcustoms 1s depnving customary rules of the inherent character 
of general law. 
As the result of the above-mentioned reforms, customary mter-
national law has become so diversified that it 1s not appropriate to govern 
1t by only one set of rules目 Thus,1t is demanded to induce certain kinds 
of rules applying to血ecustom-making, by considering various characters 
of customary intemat10nal law 
